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ABSTRACTo 

In answering the question for on air-entraining vortex 

to UD8ymmetrical approach now conditions at the intake 

structures of the Pumped Storage System Rodund II, Austria, 

an extensive study of the respective publications was done 

including the application of the described methods of 

investigation to the example under considerationo The 

theoretical results of the investigated intake structureo 

This report is thought as a subscription to the 

hydraulic problems of "Formation and Prevention of Air

entraining Vortices at Intnkes" and is to eive in the first 

place a general view on the respective publications and on 

the most important results of fundamental research, especially 

for model technics. The paper is to be continued in a report 

on "Measurement of St1irling Flow in the Penstock behind a 

Vortex prone Intake"o 



A) INTRODUCTION. 

1. Generalo 

The pump storcage station Rodund II of the Vorarberger 

Ill�erke will be built in 1971-73 as a parallel structure to 

the existing unit Rodund I and will be used for the supply of 

peak energyo With a maximum efficiency of about 250 MW in the 

turbines or pumping action the most efficient European hydraulic 

engine �ould come into operation (1)o The mean drophead or 

the hoisting height comes out to be 3'+2o5 meterso The maximum 

flow through the turbines is 90m3/so The pumps can draw water 

upto 73m3/so 

The upper basin lies about 1000 m above sea level and 

will be set up besides the existing shuffiing basino In these 

two basins taken together 2.1 million cubic meters of water 

could be storedo The upper region of the dam space rill be 

jointly managed but a separation is possible in the lower regiono 

At the unit 1 the�und plan of the enlarged shuffling storage 

be.sin is shown. The shape of the basin corresponds to the 

nature of the terraino 

2. Statement of problemsa 

In the_ sJffllmer of 19701 at a discussion in_�tb-'t Pb_e_rnach 
(1) Eo Stefkoo The alpine water power storage in the age of the 

nuclear power stations from the Austrian distribution of 
water, Vintage 22 Copy ?/8 July/August So 193-2010 
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Research Institute, the management of the Illwerke introduced 

a design of the intake structures and the planned shape of the 

upper basin and were asked whether the chosen dimensions of 

the plants would be tree from the danger of vortex formation at 

the inlet and the penetration of air into the po�er station. 

Air entraining vortex, which is briefly called sucking 

vortex can form if as a result of geometrical conditions a 

certain eccentricity is present between the innow to and the 

discharge fro.m the intake structures and this eccentricity leads 

to a circulation of the discharged.;·wnter in the inlet areao The 

shape of the storage sasin aro•md the point of outlet and the 

position of the inlet relative to the basin determine the 

approach now rate and in case of an incorrect shape is the 

main cause of vortex formation. In the presence of rotatory 

motion above the inlet, there is a great danger of the entrance 

of air, if the spread-over depth, :i.e. separation between allowed 

level drop and the capturing edge as well as the dimensions of 

the inlet cross section are too closely plannedo The air 

entrance depends upon the strength of the externally stimulated 

vortex, the existhg spread over depth and the rate of inflowo 

In most cases a nonuniform approach flow has to be reckoned rith 

due to some local conditions (unit 1) vortex motion could be 

releasedo A further unfavorable condition occurs when as a 

result of legitimate economic consideration most exact structural 

dimensions have to be choseno The possible spread-over depth 

rill be considerably affected by two important view pointso 
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The desire to retain peak energy as long as possible needs an 

optimal utilization of the available contents of the pump storage 

basin, ioeo extensive drop in the level of the stored watero 

But, on the other hand, for the reduction of building expenses, 

especially for expensive and deep foundations, the canturing 

edge and the base of the inlet should lie a little below this 

planned level dropo Hence, the spreadover depth and the inlet 

cross-section must be kept emallo 

But this is contrary to the demands of the 

hydraulics for protection against the air entraining vortex 

which requires a sufficiently large apreadover depth and a low 

rate of inflowo 

An important design problem is the bale.nee of 

these two contradictory conditionso For the planned intake 

structures in Rodundwerke II, an accurate test of the design 

in this manner and a thorough investigation of hydraulic 

processes regarding vortex fomation 0 and air entraining is 

essential a 

3o Method of Solutiono 

First ot all9 it was proposed by the Research 

Institute, that the answers to the question should be found rith 

the help of a hydraulic test modelo The design of the complete 

spreadover basin on a 1:30 scale model was not possible at that 

time that much space in the hall of the Research Institute due 

to lack of space and the expenditure for such a large model too 
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could not be met with, so it was proposed that a basin area of 

about 180 m be made around the intake structures in a cut out 

modelo The different conditions of inllow to the inlet from the 

main basin could similarly be simulated through appropriate 

instal1ationso This smaller model could be made on a scale of 

-'--··· 'I a.vvu• • !20. 

A thorough study of the relevant literature must be made 

before commencing the exact planning of the modelo It is found 

that generally val�d 9 and in the present case applicable evidence 

of the international subjec� literature about a natural 

representation of inlet a vortices a.re unsatisfactory and partly 

even contradictoryo The later concerns the similarity mechanics 

of the air entraining ioeo how exactly could the process of a 

suction vortex formation the water outlets from the storage 

basin can be represented in a model and how far the geometrical 

reduction of the natural conditions can be carried oute 

Apart from these experimental. obscurities the literature 

shows that some theoretical assertions and practical experiences 

are directly applicable to the example under consideration and 

an estimation of efficiency is also made possible to determine 

the dimensions of the designo It could be S6Certained from the 

data and experimental possibilities given in of this literature 

that for the planned intake structures of Rodundwerke II there 

is hardly any danger of vortex formation by air entraining some 

fundamental knowledge of the research and the constructive 
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inferences from it are obviously being incorporated from the 

very beginning in the installation designo 

Further treatment of the problem is as follows: 

For the demonstration of the action of a particularly 

important structural measure a small schematic model was operated 

and was demonstrated at the discussions in autumn 1970 and in 

the spring 19710 On the basis of this demonstration experiments 

and a fairly complete review and checking of the existing 

literature it was finally proposed that the problem should be 

solved theoretically and the questions that might arise should 

be resolved on , 3Chematic considerationso The small model 

was not only used for demonstration but special data of the 

fundamental research was confirmed by measurements. 

The proposal was agreed by lllwerke and the order for 

the solution of �roblem in this manner was given in July 1971. 

In literature search it was found that there is not a 

single new work in German on the present subjecta Looking for 

it in the English, American and French literature needed a great 

deal of time and it seemd justified, rather more so in the present 

case than perhaps necessary for the carrying out of the commission, 

that the illustration, and discussion of different experimentl 

results should be studiedo As regards the supposed growing 

number of similar problem this literature references might be 

of interest. 
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While choosing the literature to be quoted attention was 

given to whether they contain results about the special question 

of "Origin and hindrance of the air entrance vortex"o Data on 

this is very few. The fundamental works on nvortex with planned 

air entrance" are far more in number. 

After a discussion on the special condition of the intake 

structure Rodund II the findings on the existing unit even 

reported and the results applied to the present case. In the 

main section of the report the available theoretical and 

experimental studies have been discussed and an application· of 

the results to the example under consideration attempted. In 

the end a summary of the data generally valid for the topic is 

given and the technique and results of the demonstration 

experiments are described. 

B) NATURE OF THE STORAGE BASIN AND THE INTAKE STRUCTURE. 

1. Plan of the Storage Basin and Approach Flow Rate. 

The final plan of the new basin and the connection to 

the shuffling basin have been taken from the Plan No.?1063 of 

Illwerke and so the simplified representation are formed the 

basis of units 1: 

Looking in the direction of flow, by far the larger part 

of the storage basin II lies to the left, of the axis of pressure 

shaft which is extended upstream. In the immediate surroundings 

of the intake structures there is an approximate axis symmetry 

but this may mislead about the other wise extreme unsymmetry not 
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of the whole basin and particularly as the connection to the 

old shuffling basino Contrary to the early (design(plan Noo70244) 

however 9 there is an important modification 9 vizo, the alterationv 

sketched below9 of the pipe lines of the right wall which bend 

into the basin (figure 1) down position of the basin (Diagram 1)o 

The present uniform bending of the two sides of the basin promotes 

a more uniform and continuous no� to the inletso The same holds 

for the improved construction of a channel in the bottom. of the 

basino 

Diagram 1o 

1o New outline 2o Old outline. 
oooo•ooooo•oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeoooooooooo 

The storage target lies at a level of 992025 and the 

level drop target is at a level of 974000 metero At this lowest 

level about 3m deep channel in front of the inlet upto the channel 

to the.basin I is filled with watero The upper edge of the dam 

between the two storage basins is at a height of 987000 m, ioeo 

5o25 m beloH the maximum level and 13v0 m above the maximum low 

levelo The maximum quantity which can flow through the dam is 

75 m3/so The same amount ean flow through the diversion channel 

and the whirlpool basin which lying to the left of the upper 
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basin spandelo In an extreme case 50 m3/s can pass through the 

deviation canal. In the new storage basinv these three methods 

of inflow can be used in combination or separatelyo 

Therefore it is possible that the peak energy of the 

flowing water largely depends upon the basin water levelo Then 

a clearly pronounced and directional motion impulse is expected 

which can produce an unsymmetrical approach now to the area of 

basin in front of the inleto The shortest distance between the 

supply from the basin 1 9 which is near the connecting canal 9 and 

the outlet to the pressure shaft is about 200 mo It is therefore 

expected that the introduced impulse·of this strength is weakened 

and the flow becomes comparableo For the sake of safety however, 

one must reckon with the possibility of occurrence of a circulation 

flow through the inlet: and the dimensions of intake structures 

must be planned for an extremely irregular flow. 

It is evident so far that if everything correspond to the 

local conditions then a regular now in inlet region can be 

producedo This may perhaps not suffice and a transverse movement 

through the inlet is unavoidable. Now the aim of a sufficiently 

large model experiment would be to most accurately represent and 

measure these special approach flow conditions of the unit and 

eogo to include the calculation of the magnitude and variation 

especially describe and measure out the _ swirling constant of 

the circulation in the now conditions for unit 1 ioeo the value 

calculation relating to a suction vortexo 
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Apart from the difficulties in similarity mechanics of 

such a study a model with about 30 x 20 m base and about 2 meters 

height would be much too costly finally this expenditure shall 

not be incommensurate with the uses and results of this modelo 

It would be morereful to theoretically check the critical 

dimensions of the intake structures in presence of extremely 

unfavorable approach flow conditions and to modify them accordingly; 

one of these conditions is eogo a totally one-sided and 

concentrated approach flowo The result of the calculation would 

then include a safety factor which is perhaps uneconomical as .. 
regards the construction coat but due to it a disturbance-free 

operation of the unit becomes more probableo 

2o Dimensions of the Intake Structures: 

The shape and dimensions of the intake structures are 

taken from the plans Noo 71162 and 71163ao The unit 2 again 

shows a simplified representation of the design with the important 

measurements which are of interest hereo In anticipation of 

the late justifications, three favorable construction 

characteristics of the planned intake structure are emphasized heres 

1o The position of the inflow very close to the 

rear basin boundaryo 

2o The large outlet opening at the beginning of the 

construction and behind it the longdrawn and regular 

contraction of the inlet cross section� 
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3o The relatively steep outlet system which rapidly 

drops downwardo 

The inclination of the pressure shaft axis with respect 

to the horizo�tal is 34° behind the inleto In the study of the 

literature, the authors have not come across even one example of 

inclined outlet directiono The preponderant part of these works 

concerns vertical inlets which are above or belowo A small portion 

deals with the horizonta1ly straight outlet structureso 

It is therefore extremely difficult to introduce some 

necessary definitions for especially important quantities in the 

present caseo It is important to kno� where the basin ends and 

where the inlet startso Again what is the determinative dimension 

of inlet cross section and how could we define the spreadover 

deptho Further, it is very difficult to preclude the spatial 

expansion of the possible circulation over the inlet and to 

enclose it at th� present place. 

At maximum level drop 86 m3/s should be extracted at a 

level of 97400 metero Therefore a velocity of flow of exactly 

1o0 m/s is attained in the grating sectionso A flow drop of 

exactly 5o1 m is established shortly in front of the locking 

device of the actual inlet cross section with a height of 7q2 m 

and an area of 2 x 30 mo The flo� drop finds itself in the ends 

of a cross-sectional narro�ing over a relatively short section 

of about half the original sizeo The velocity of flow is exactly 
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1-"'igure 2o 

1o Horizontal outlet 

2o Deepest 
3oVertical outlet 

oooooooooooooooooeooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

2o0 m/s. The inlet here is vertically halved by a partition 

wall of 1o2 m thicknesso (see appendix 2) o 

This bipartition of the inlet and the introduced gratings 

is 9 an additionally structural means to disturb formation of the 

air-sucking vortex and to possibly prevent ito 

If the subdivided rectangle of the defined inlet cross

section is transformed into a uniformly circular profile, it would 

have a diameter of 7.4 m. At a length of 19o2 m the flow cross

section, is linear and gradually contracts down to square of 

4oO to 600 mo which corresponds to an acceleration of 2o0 to 

5o3 m/so The connected distorted line upto the circular pressure 

shaft profile is 60 m long with an internal diameter of 4.o mo 

The flow cross section here is about 12057 m2
o If 86 m3s. is 

discharged the velocity of flow attains its limiting value of 

60 85 m/sec 9 between the inlet and the actual Falleitung with a 

final magnitude of 6085 m/s. The axis of the channel is thus 

22073 meter below the sinkingo 
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In the investigations or the horizontal or vertical 

water outlets from the storage basin9 the spreadover depth on 

the discharge point or the water head in the container can be 

determined in practice �s follows (figure 2): 

For the present case of an inclined outlet the boundary 

between the basin and the pipe line is similarly defined and the 

standard spreadover depth is defined as the vertical. distance 

between the extremely low water level and the highest point on 

the chosen inlet cross section (figure 3)o In the calculations 

of the vertical discharge process 9 h is taken minimum container 

deptho 

Figure 3o Schematically deformed inleto 
Kay i 1o Sinking; 2- Boundary between 

basin and conduit; 3- Inlet cross
sectiono 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
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In order to apply here the results of the study or 

vertical outlet the inclined inlet must be schemetica11y remodelled 

into a perpendicular one (figure 3)o With the given trans

formation9 rather similar conditions would prevailo The 

rectangular inlet cross section would be replaced by a circular 

one with a radius of 3o7 mo The chosen turning point of the 

pipe axis is ?o4 min front of the rear perpendicular wall of 

the storage basino As can also be seen from appendix 2 9 the 

standard spreadover depth for the defined inlet cross section 9 

h = 5o65 m and for the final cross section h = 21o3 mo 

A further important quantity for the estimation of the 

discharge process is the discharge coefficient c in the definition: 

where 

C = V 

1(2gH 

V = 

d2 1'/4 
(in m/s)o 

is the velocity of�riow in the considered circular cross section 

of the closed inlet channel and Y2gH in m/s is the maximum 

p6ss:lble velocity of the· fre-e dischargeo For Q c. 86 m3/s and 

lowest drop in levelo The initial and final cross sections of 

the inlet are : 

Initial cross section 

d = ?o4 meter 

V ::  2o0 m/so 

Final cross section 

d' = '+oO meter 

v 0 = 6085 meter 
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H = 80?5 meter (axis) 

C = 00153 

H 0 =22e75 meter (axis)o 

II= Oo32.5 

As shown later, c should possibly be smaller than Oo5 o The 

variation of c along the inlet axis is shown in appendix 3o 

Figure 4o Extremely one-sided flowo 
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

The determination of the standard cross section, that spot 

is selected where the container that ie to be emptied is present 

and where a circulation of flow would possibly occurcwer the 

entire basin deptho For the designed case of a vertical outlet 

one sided ?low shown in figure 4 and the formation of a corres

pondingly strong circulation is reckoned witho Therefore the rear 

boundary of the basin assumed to be a curved vertical wall. The 

curvature radius according to appendix 2 is: r = ?o4 mo The 
. a 

geometrical ratio r/r
0, which is important for calculation is 

exactly 2o0 when r0 = 3o7 mis the exit orifice and thus describes 

the magnitude of circulation channelo 
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This data concludes the preparations for further studieso 

Findings of the existing units with horizontal inletso 

1o General Literature Referenceso 

According to the general construction and application 

two types of inlets must be differentiated: 

a) Inlets, which project free on all sides in the water 

basin, the suction nozzles of pumps or the tower 

of a shaft overflow e.go for a high water discharge 

unito 

b) Inlets which a.re flush in the walls of the basin, 

eogo reservoir works or in the filling pipes of ship 

locks, in which the upper edge of the inl·et is 

always at a definite distance below the minimum 

level of water in the basino 

Type (b) such inlets whose upper edges project out of 

the vessel walls. 

As in the present case, a typical wall inflow is dealt 

with relevant studies have-been kept in view in the literature 

quoted hereo As already mentioned, only horizontally or vertically 

directed outlets have been studied so faro Reports about the 

findings in the working of the present units are very few, because 

consequent and systematic research into the vortex problem at 

inlets was first started at the end of the tiftieso 
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Details about the prevention of suction vortices at the 

wall-inlets with horizontal take-out direction are given by 

Wittmann in 1955 (2), by Denny and Young in 195? (3), by Nelson 

and Johnson in 1959 (4) and 0 above all, by Gordon in the year 

19?0 (7) 9 of these works, the last one is especially valuable 

as it gives exclusive results on measurements and observation 

on-large-scale units and thus a comparison of the results of the 

model experiments becomes possibleo 

2o Wittman's Data 19550 

In the chapter on driving water structures, Wittman (2) 

unites under·the heading "Deep lying inlet"o In the extraction 

from reservoirs, the inlet is so much submerged that even with 

maximum drop in level air cannot entero Upper edge of capturing 

edge is at ,1 o 5 ( 1 • } ) o v2 /2g below the lowest level allowed, 

t1here 1 o5 is the safety factor and t is the dropheight loss 

coefficient thus the formation of vortex is avoided". 

An unfavorable loss coefficient � = Oo333 for the inlet 

under consideration the spreadover depth is roughly found to be: 

h erfo > 

A definition of "capturing edge" as well as that of determinative 

now velocity is unfortunately not availableo If v means the 

rate of now is the proper driving conduit behind the whole 

inlet then the value of 6085 m/s gives: 
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• 

Figure 5. 
•oooooooooooeoooeooooooooeooooooo••••• 

herfo > 4.8 m. 

and h = 5o65 m > h f if the determination of the ca�turing er - J 

edge shown in figure 5 is allowed. 

3o Quick's Studies 1970. 

In 1970, the results of the Wittmann's calculation was 

verified in the publication of Quick (6), in which different 

conditions are mentioned which must be obtained if an air

centraining vortex is to be formed in a straight prismatic 

channel, in front of horizontal inleto Here, of course it is 

not the so-called wall-inlet but it is a case of sucking nozzles 

of a pump with rounded conical front edges (figure 6), which 

freely project into a water basin. 

Quick has given three conditions for the investigated 

example which are necessary for the excitation of an air entraining 

vortex :-
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Figure 6 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

a) The vortex must be formed in the path to take-out 

and must change into a circulation inside the flowo 

Since in the case considered here , there are no 

irregularities in the limits of the inflow , therefore 

the vortex must be soueht for in the ·boundary layers 

on the walls of the channel . The relevant 

experimental results shall not be diacussed here 

any more. The second condition is of greater 

interest for the present problem. 

b ) The Froude's number , which is calculated from the 

available spreadover depth h 

flow in the extraction tube ( v 

must be greater than 1.0: 

Fr = 
)lgh 

> 1 o0 

and the velocity of 

C Q 
d2 J(/4 

If a sucking vortex is to be avoided then the 

spreadover depth is found to be 

h erf0 
/' 

� 

g 
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For v = 6085 m/s as given by Wittmann9 h must be 

greater than 408 mo 

c) The third condition holds only for the system 

under study and it stipulates that the spread-over 

depth must be equal to or less than the half the 

depth of the channel 9 if there is a formation of 

sucking vortexo 

h � t/2 

With re�prd to the pract ical cases, Quick has reported 

a further important observation : If a small part of the running 

water in the inlet can . pass in the rear part of the channel, the 

formation of stabilized vortex is prevented , because it will be 9 

so to speak 9 washed offo 

As regards the wall inlets a ��rtain explanation for the 

favorable working of proj ected upper edge of the inlet is possible 

and it is correct only if the projection is long enough and the 

residual flow in the posterior part of the basin does not lead 

to a recirculation in front of the inlet ( figure ?) o 

Figure Zo 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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4. Vortex Protection according to Denny and Young, 19570 

In a summary of numerous experimental results, the possible 

steps of preventing vortex formation in front of the inlet and 

swirling flow in the connected pipe have been discussed; here 

Denny and Young have studied pumps in the first instance (3) 0  

As the results ho�ever, are schematically formulated and are 

generally valid 9 they too can be applied to the wall - inlets : 

a) Vortex formation in front of and swirling floti 

behind the inlet are direct results of a continuous 

"rotation f'low" occurring in the flow-path tQwards 

the outleto The efficiency of the connected 

hydraulic machines is considerably deteriorated on 

one hand due to simultaneous transport of air during 

vortex formation and on the other hand due to non

uniform velocity profile during the swirling motiono 

b) The decisive reason for the above mentioned out 

flow problem lies in the stimulation of a continuous 

and sufficiently strong circulatory flow in front 

of the inlet due to the special condition of the 

flow channelo The three possible situations are 

schematically shown in figure 80  

If an improvement in the flow conditions is not 

possible then the problem of the prevention of vortex 

must be solved by operationally safe planning of the 
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Figure 80  

1o Uniform inflow 
symmetric channel 

asymmetric inlet 

2o Uniform inflow 
asymmetric cha-

nnel 
SYmJDetric inleto 

3o non-uniform innow 
symmetric channel 

symmetric ia.eto 

0 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0  

important dimensions of the inlet ioe o inlet cross

section and epreadover deptho Both factors together 

affect the formation of suction vortex and flow 

swirl to a considerable extento 

c) In the experiments the boundary between vortex-

free and vortex-susceptible out flow regions or 

between the air free and air entraining vortices, 

was determinedo The conditions of di�charge are 

thus described by the comparison of the rate of 

flow and the ratio of the spreadover depth :to a 

characteristic dimension of inlet cross sectiono 

The boundary curves drawn have the following shape 

(figure 9)o With increased rate or flow the curve 

at first shows a sensitive dependence of the 
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Figure 9� 

Key : 1- Vortex-free region ; 2- Curve for 
critical spreadover in ratio to tube 
diameter ; 3- Inlet horizon ; 4- Vortex
prone regiono 

0 0 00000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0000 0 000000000 0 0 0 0 • 0000 

critical spreadover depth upon· the magnitude of 

velocity but later ho�ever9 it shows constancyo 

d) An experimental result which is very important 

for the present case is about the effect of the basin 

walls on vortex formation ; here above all, the 

distance of the inlet from rear wall is of greater 

importance (figure 10)o 

The smaller the wall separation the smaller ie the 

spreadover requiredo Upto a wall separation of five 

inlet diameters, the critical spreadover is nearly 

proportional to the separationo  As shown later, 

the demonstration model of this research institute 

gives quite a similarzesulto 

e) Denny and Young have concluded from their 

observations that the shape of inlet has a very 
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Figure 100 

Key : 1- Asymmetric now ; 2- Critical 
spread over ; 3- Circulation constanto 

000 • 00000 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 000 0 00 0 00 00 • • 00 0 0000000 0 0000 

little effect upon vortex formation, that vertically 

upward or vertically downward outlets behave in a 

similar way, that in horizontal inlets, however• 

Their position relative to the vortex zone is 

importanto 

While the external circulation in vertical 

outlets continues in the shape of a pronounced 

Btiirling flow behind the inlet, it is not expected 

in horizontal inletso In sloping inlets the 

extremely complicated processes occur due to 

"overlapping of rotations in two planes" but these 

processes have not been studied by Denny and Young. 

f) For the elimination of vortices in the present 

units , additional installations have been suggested 
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Figure 110 

which either prevent the circulation in the inlet 

region or shift the end of the vortex from the inlet 

(figure 11 ). S�irling nows can be reduced through 

the conducting walls in the inleto 

g) If the inlet cross section considerably increased 

in comparison to the pipe cross-section, the 

requisite spreadover is reduced (figure 12).  

h )  fhe four summarized principles given below 

i) 

show how the vortex formation and swirling flow can 

be reduced : 

1o Reduction of conducted circulation 

2o Increase of inlet cross section. 

3o Increase of the spreadover deptho 

4o Reduction of the space between the wallso 

Regarding the similarity conditions in the 
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model experiments 9 it is proposed that the maximum 

geometrical reduction could be upto 1 : 16 and that 

the rate of flow in model should be same as in nature 

Observation of Nelson and Johnsono 19590 
-.. -�-.... ���--------............... _ .... ___ ...c:::i,.c,, 

On the filling installations of the lock units undesirable 

sucking vortices have been observed. Here it is matter of 

typical will inlets with sloping flow where in certain cases the 

circulation in flow is e::s:ternally excited due to wind t> blowing 

diagonally in the canalo By comparing the model experiment with 

the large scale operat:i.on� it was observed by Nels-on and Johnson 

(4) that the vortices are greater in nature than in the modelo 

They have given the following precautionary measures: 

a) Spreadover of the wall inlets es large as possible 

b) Summetric and unifrom no�q 

c) No loosening or vortex formation on the geometrical 

boundaries of the nowo 

d) Ynif.Prnt . �,f�el.eration of outflow in the direction 
. ' i ; • •  

of extraction. 
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e) Least possible rate of now in the inleto 

Study of constructed units, Gordon. 19700 

Gordon was the first to ascertain that there are very 

few publications about experiments on vortices on inlets and that 

even lees details are available about what spreadover is necessary 

to prevent the vortex formation and that too in 19700 

Spurred on by a case of damage9 Gordon investigated 29 

unite for their vortex susceptibility and found four inlets in 

which air entraining vortices �ere observed of low water levels 

in the storage basino The etructures under consideration had 

the shape shown belowo (Figure 13)o 

Figure 130 

Key: 1- Asymmetric flow; 2- Symmetric flow; 
3- Sinking; 4- Defined inlet ; .5- Square 

or rectangular x-sectiono 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

The comparison of the measured rate of flow with the 

defined inlet cross section the height h is chosen as the 

characteristic dimension gives with the present spreadover the 
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following determining equation for the level drop h of the inlet 

upper edge below the lowest water level in the storage basin : 

h .,,. = 00725 o V o ya- (m) er.1. 0 

The factor 0.725 includes a reserve for the influence of 

unsymmetric flowo In a symmetrical inflow the empirical factor 

is Oo545o The necessary spreadover for the aymmetric inno� is 

therefore I 1icrito, symo = 3/4 0 1itrito , unsyma 

Applyihg it to the inlet Rodund II studied here with 

v = 2o0 m/s and d = ?o2 m for the fixed inlet cross section the 

above formula gives a necessary spreadover of : 

herf'o = 3o9 m � hvorho = 5o65 m 

For the sake of comparison herf = ?08 m was calculated 

for the quadratic cross section, at the beginning of the extraction 

on the circular profile with v = 5.4 m /sec and d = 4oO m. At 

this position the present epreadover, is already 1?.9  m (see 

appendix 3)o 

Apart from the exact question which is not clarified, ioeo 

whether the present results for the horizontal outlets can be 

directly applied to the inclined inlet, Gordon's calculation 

proves that a suction vortex shall not occur in Rodund IIo 

Gordon ° s formula has the great advantage that it was obtained on 

a so-to-speak, 1: 1 model and so it is free of the similarity 

problems of' other investigationo 
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D) General theoretical and experimental study of 

vortex in outflow from circular opening on the bottom of 

cylinderical vessels. 

General, Literature References. 

Differentiation and :t,pes of vortices. 

In the so-called cylinder experiments, the vertically 

downward outflow from a large circular vessel through a small 

circular opening into the horizontal bottom of a container is 

studiedo The vortex formation is caused here by the now of 

water in direction eccentric to the outlet axis and is stabilized 

by steady flow condition.so  The aim of these studies, which 

began 25 years ago, is an accurate knowledge of the vortex mechanism 

and its effect on the outflow processo According to the system 

and purpose of uses one mus� differentiate between "vortex intake 

flow and "vortex orifice flow" i.eo between vortices on inlets 

and vortices on the outlets (figure 14) . 

The vortices formed are of the same type in both cases ; 

in the inlets the behavior of flow in the connected pipe ( air 

intake, twist) is of interesto While in the outlets, the 

conditions in the orifice (outlet coefficient, angle of shift) 

are studied. Results of fundamental studies on inlets were 

published in 1955 by Einstein (7) , in 1959 by Haindl (8) , in 

1 96 1  by Quick (9) and from 1965 onwards by Anwar (10) 0 The work 

of Anwar published in 196? is particular interest in connection 

with our topic. 
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Key a 1- Inlet 
3- Outlet 
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Figure 1 40 

2- Out let in a closed pipe ; 
I+- Outflowo 
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The above authors, in connection vith the problems of 

the inlets by hydroelectric installations, were concern�d with 

the general physics of the vortex , the stability criteria and 

questions of air-inleto A large number of works treat, moreover , 

the special outflow conditions from sharP-edged,  circular bottom 

orifices under the influence of an alleged vortex motiono The 

reports of Kolf and Zielinski of 1957/1959/1968 (12) and of 

Mecorquodale et al ( 13 ) 9 may be compared with the results of 

inlet studies. 

While in inlets, one always speaks of a "vortex problem" 

or of "W'ldesired vortices", some special eonstructions utilize 

certain advantages of vortex motion and work , so to speaks with 

"desired vorticee"o The ,rortex fall shafts and the so-called 

�ortex chambers, which are used in sanitary �ater installations 

as contol and separating devices, belong to this group. Much 

fundamental information about vortex mechanics has been obtained 

from abaft overflows on outlet towers. The works of Binnie ( 14) 

and Helmert (15 ) are of particular importaance in this connectiono 
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Figyre 1!?• 

1 .  Spreadover 2- Shaft sprendover. 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  

· With the exception of ( 13) , nll tho studies from (7)  to 

( 1 5) are hosed upon the same general experimentnl conditions, i.e.  

a cylinderical vessel with n central circular outflow orifice. 

While in (7)  to ( 13)  the orifices are directly placed in the 

bottom of the container, in ( 14 )  and ( 1 5) . spring outlets 

( fi5ure 15) in the vessel have been studied. 

In all these works, the atte�pt has been to correlate the 

theory of vortex formation of an ideal liquid with the r.1odel 

experimental results. A brief discussion of  this general vortex 

theory is given in the next chapter before discuesing the 

experiments and giving the particular interesting results. The 

Expl1.1nations of "ideal vortex theory" (cor.ibined vortex) have 

been taken from the text books of Schroder (16)  and Tietjens ( 1 7) .  

According to the nhape of their free surfaces one must 

disti�ieh between two types of vortices in the inlets, for 

which the followinE relations h3ve been given in the literntu·e 

cited here (figure 16).  

As shown by the terms proposed by Haindl and Anwar, the 

so-called Rankin ' s  vortex is a preliminary star,e of the pure 
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Figure 16 0 

Vortex with straight vertical axiso 

Combined potential 
and rotation 
(Rankin' s  vortex) 

Undeveloped vortex 

Weak vortex of 
"dimple".  

o e o o o o o o o o o  

Pure potential vortex 

Developed, air dra�ing 
vortexo  

Strong vortex with 
open air neck. 

"Strong { rorced) free 
spiral vortex with an 
open air-core." .  

potential vortex when it  exceeds the circulation forced from 

outside. Since in the present case , an air-drawing vortex should 

be basically avoided it is necessary to define a critical 

development phase (figure 17)o 

The possibility of a persistent drawing - in of air 

arises when the tip of the combined vortex reached the position 

of maximum outflow contraction and a steady pure potential vortex 

is formedo Before this stable state is  attpned, an intermittent 
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Figure 170 

Key : 1o Sinking; 2- At critical circulation ; 
3- Inlet x-section. 

o oooo o o o o o o ooooo o o o e o ooooooooo ooo o o o o o o oooooo 

drawing-in of air ie possible in the vicinity of the inlet if 

the tip of the vortex is drawn forward. If the maximum possible 

vortex depth with the chosen minimum spreadover is giveu and if 

the sizes of vessel and orifice are known the critical externally 

circulation or the maximum permissible non-uniformity of flow can 

be determinedo In contrast to the previous chapter , where the 

required spread-over has been calculated, in this chapter the 

flow conditions for t�e present spreadover and chosen installation

dimensions are proved in this section and the critical conditions 

are determinedo 

2o The Combined Vortex in Ideal Liguido 

A good concept of the mechanism of the undeveloped or weak 

vortex, which is of particular interest here, is obtained �hen 

the movement is composed of two different types of flow : a 

surrounding circulation flow with the rules of potential theory 

and a closed rotation flow, like that formed in a rotating vessel·s .  

The process of vortex formation depends upon the externally 
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applied rotation moment, when a closed ring of �ater is drawn 

downward by outlet now in a narrow circulatory path with a 

definite rotation speed 9 so that the speed of rotation is 

correspondingly increasedo In the external potential flow 9 where 

the water particles are accelerated only by the variation or 

pressure forces, the velocity field for circular motion is 

determined by the well-known relation v = c/ro The region of 

potential flow is called vortex field and is separate from the 

so-called vortex core where the velocity-distribution corresponds 

to the laws of  rotational flowo It is shown in figure 18 9 how 

this combined vortex is defined and how it can be calculated in 

a simple �a.yo 

With the circular ring 2 n  r1 the vertical boundary 

between the two types of motion is markedo It marks the saddle 

point in the curved shape of water surfaceo vt denotes that 

component of out flow velocity which is tangential to the vortex 

axiso It is seen in the direction of eccentric inflow and is 

constant in vertical sectionso 

The magnitude of circulation caused by the eccentricity is 

determined by the constant twist Value C and is r = 2 1T  C o  

It is particularly important that a closed circulation is actually 

present and that the surrounding field is determined as primary 

and the vortex core as secondaryo 

If the maximum tangential velocity vt at the point r1 
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Combined Vortex 
Calculation scheme for ideal liquid e  

Figure 182 : Key = 1- Vortex core ; 2- Vortex t\tld ; 
3- Closed motion ; 4- Vortex depth ; 5- Simplified ,velocity 
distribution; 6- Actual velocity distribution; ?- Velocity 
distribution in a planned.perpendicular to vortex axis; 

8- Motion vt = .£_ (potential flow) ; 9- Mot ion vt = � o r o  r r 
Equations for w�/i..er surface 

2 
Circulation region h = C 2 

1 

c2 2 2gr 
Rotation region = -2 ( 1- ¾) 

gor1 2r1 
With . C 

Also C 

= circulation or twist constt : r =2T{C = 

= r o · "" '  g h°' 
1 V o and = 2ITo r 101'go h6 

2 TTVto r =2 11' oVt or1 · 
1 (circulation) 
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is known, the vortex depth comes out to be: 

v2 
t1 

ho C: ----- (A) 

If the depth of vortex h� is set equal to the given spreadover 

depth h and if a relationship between r1 and out flow orifice 

diameter is experimentally found, then the desired critical 

circulation constant is calculated out as : 

ckrit . = r1 ° yg. h (B)  

Anwar (10/11) has established in his experiments that the point 

of maximum tangential velocities vt at r1 can be placed in good 
1 

approximation at the edge of the outflow orifice,  so : 

r1 = ro (C) 

and 
ckrit o = ro • 1/g":Ji (D) 

with the previously defined quantities of the inlet - structure 

Rodund IIo  one gets : 

Initial cross section Final cross-section 

ro = 3o7 m r• 
0 

= 2.0 m 

h = 5.65 m h' = 21. 3  m 
2 ckrit. = 27.6  m /s ckrit . 

2 
= 28 .9 m /s 

Vt = 7.45 m/s Vt = 14. 45 m/s 
max. max. 

For r = 7.4 m and with vt = vt • r /r , the a o a a max 
required flow velocity outside on the edge of the vessel is 

(E) 



found" to be: 

Vt = 3o7 m/s 
a 

(36) 

or vt = 3.9 m/s 
a 

(A)  

This value is nearly twice ae much as the mean outflow 

velocity v = 2o0 m/eec prevailing in the defined inlet cross

section with an outflow of 86 m3/sec, and is again half as much 

as the mean shaft velocity with v = 6085 m/sec. 

The presence of an extreme one-sided inflow, as in 

figure 4, the mean velocity of flowing water is about 4 . 1  m/aec, 

assuming a flow -width of 3 o 7  m and a discharge depth of 5.65 m.  

In this very unfavorable case 9 therefore, the prerequisites for 

the formation or a sucking vortex are present. Referring to the 

actual conditions, the occurrence of such a narrowly confined 

and eccentric in-flow towards the inlet is generally highly 

improbable, as the schematic adjustment of the planned eloping 

inlet structure ie very much random under the conditions of 

cylinder experimentso Such a consideration is exaggerated and 

produces extreme boundary valueso 

On ppo 510 and 511 of his text book, Teitjens (17) has 

described the process of extinction of vortices in the vicinity 

of a rigid wall as a result of mutually opposite rotations of 

vortex core and wall boundary layer (figure 19).  

All studies regarding measures of vortex-protection 

showed that the beat solution was to turn the outlet orifice as 
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Figure 198 

Key : 1- Vortex core ; 2- Boundary layero 
o o oo o o o o o o oo o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o oo o o o o o o o o o o oooo o o  

near as possible on the rear wall of the container. The 

sat isfactory working of t his suggestion is explained ·in fieure 190 

3o The combined whirlpool in the viscous liguido 
Special result of the investigation by Anvar,1966. 

A direct comparison of actual conditions with the ideal 

theory has been made possible by Anwar ' s  (10) experimental resultso 

Under the heading "Formation of a Weak Vortex", Anwar in 1966 

described the application of his very exhaustive and fundamental 

vortex studies on the problems in inlets with small spreadovero 

After a special integration of the Navier-Stokes equation for 

three-dimensional vortex motion 0 the experimentally determined 

effect of viscosity on the definition of a radial Reynold ' s  

number and an integration constant, depending upon it are included 

in calculation and a simple formula is obtained for the depth of 

combined eddy : 
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2 2 Vt Vt 
h = 006024 max: = 003012 maxo (A ) 

2g g 

The maximal tangential velocity is observed in the neighborhood 

of r in these experimentso With a given spreadover depth h 9 
0 

one gets as before : 

i o e o  

'icritv = 10796 o ro o � (A) 

ckr:i.to (viscous liquid) r-- 1 0 8 ckrit(ideal liquid) 

Anwar studied vortices with maximum tangential velocities 

upto 4m/sec where the vortex depth
�

h* in the extreme case was 

half as much ae the given water height (h) in the container. Apart 

from the effect of viscosity 9 the effect of actual circulation 

distribution in vortex core, as different from simple a ssumptions 

of theory, is included in the comparison numbero 

4 o  Pure Potential Vortex in Ideal Liguido 

In 1948, Binnie and Bookings (14), using the external 

principle, proposed the following method for calculating the 

pure potential vortex on "outlot" o As subsequently experimentally 

verified by Quick (9) the method of calculation can also be 

applied to the study of strong yortices on "inlets"o The only 

assumption is that the critical cross-section in the treatment 

with extremal principles is defined at the same point (figure 20) o 
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Figure 200 

Key : 1- Critical x-section ; 2- exit ; 3- Inlet o 

Assumption tor calculation : 

a) liquid is ideal 

b) radial velocity-components are neglected 

c )  tangential velocity-components at large distance 

from inlet are neglecte� . 

d) stability criteria : 

For a given twist c t he out-flowing amount of �ater is 

a maximumo 

2 
( 1 )  h '  -f ....!.-

2g 

2 

( 2) h " -i ....!... +  
2g 

-+ h ' = 

transformed to : 

+ ....£__ = h (Bernoulli equation) 
2gr2 

c2 v2 2 

= O + - + 
2gr 2g 2ga 

o (+ - +-) a r 

2 2 
h = ....!.- + ....£__ 

2 2g 2ga 

in ( 1 )  

(B ) 

(C ) 

( A )  
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V = -12gh 
2 

(I>) -
2 

and 

- �  Q = 2 2 c2 
(E) 0 r0 - a o 2gb -

T 

Extremal principle .J!i.. = o da 

gives 

and 

a2 = 

Q = Tr {·! -

2 r; 2 2 c + 1/ c� + 16r
0

ghc 

8gb 
Equation for the 
determination of the 
radius or free cross
sectiono 

2 � 4 2 2
) 

c • c + 16r
0 

ghc 
0 

8gh 

8rdlc2 

(G) 
�

�gh -
2 ,/ '*  2 2 c + c  � 16r

0 
ghc 

For Q = 860 m3/aec , r
0 

= 3o7 m and h = 5o 65 m ,  the 

evaluation of this equation gives the magnitude of twist constant , 

vizo c = 26o5 m2/seco If the externally given circulation 

exactly eorreeponds to this value 9 a stable potential vortex can 

form over the inlet which reaches down to  the outleto 

Inorder to present the above equation in dimensionless 

form 0 two coefficients are defined, both of which are special 

forms of Froude ' s  number : 
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Pure Potentia] Vortex 
Calculation scheme of Binnie / Hookingso 

Figure 21 0 

Key : Assumption ideal liquid ; 2- Critical 
x-section ; 3- Radius of air neck in 
critical x-sectiono 
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o· 

Outflow coefficient C = Q V (A ) 
r� rr O 1' 2gb vmax 

"Vortex number" X = = tmaxo (B)  

r0 o 11 2gh vmax 

One gets: 

C = �1 -

� ( 1 � f.+ � +- -1 .. --;:::�1-.. ;-�: 

This equation is plotted in figure 220 

5o 

In the present case : C :  Oo19 

and X :: C o68 

pure potential vortex in viscous liguid9 results of the 
studies of  Quick, 1962 pd Kolf9 19590 

(C)  

Quick (9) studied potential vortex in a cylinderical vessel 

ot 53o3 cm diameter with central inlet sections of Oo95 /1 0 27/1 9 

,58/2 9 22/2054 cmo internal diametero In order to test the 

similarity conditions, he carried out his measurements on an 

exactly 4 times as large a modelo In the results ,  sho'tlll in 

figure 22 , he found a relatively good agreement between theory 

and experiment o At low C - values the calculated curve lies 

above and at large C- v_alues , below the experimental valueso 
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For large vortex numbers X, the equation of Binnie and Bookings 

gives too small values of out flow coefficient Co In other words 

this special experimental result means that at lo� out now 

coefficient 0 igeo for C Oo3, the externally impressed circula

tion must be large 0 if stable out flow conditions are to be meto 

For C = Oo19 in the present example :� 

C � ,,_ 2 
expero' Ctheoro � 102 and SO C

erf' 0 
= 32 m /a<;C o 

Quick 's measurements are confirmed by Kolf' s  studies (12) 

which were carried out on cylinderical outlet model representing 

"vortex orifice flowtt o Results are shown in figure 23. The 

experimental points group close to the straight line 0 which have 

been represented by Kolf with the equation \: 

C = 00686 o {1..X) for X > Oo25 A 

and this gives the experimental relation between out flow 

coefficient C and vortex number Xo 

• 
For comparison purposes this straight line is also drawn 

in figure 220 The influence of geometry has been included in the 

study by varying the ratio D/d (of vessel diameter to outlet 

orifice diameter) o While Quick v�ried D/d only from 21 to 56, 
Kolf varied his geometr�c .boundary conditions from. D/dmin = 

= 4 to D/dmax = 500 With a dimension analysis Kolf found 

that, apart from depending upon geometry D/d and vortex number 

X, C also depended upon Reynold 9 s numbero Compared to the �ffect 
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Figure 220  Quick 's Results 1922 0 

Key : 1- Quick ' s  measurements ; 2- Large 
cylinder ; 3- Small cylinder ; 4- Equation 
of Kolf ; 5- Theoretical equation of Binnieo 

ooo o eoooo o o o o ooooo o oooo o oo o oo e oooooooo ooooooooooo 

of given circulation, however , the effect of geometry and 

viscosity is negligibleo Like Quick , Kolf also found that the 

graph points for c Oo3 lie above the smoothing straight lin 

In this region the calculation with thie equation undervalues 

the actual valueso 

In contrast to the complicated formula of Binnie and 
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Figure 230 Results of Kolf and Zielinski 
1959 and 1968 respectivelyo 

Key : 1- Scalter range in me�surements ; 
2- Measurements of Kolf 19590 
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Hookings, the twistvalue c can be obtained from Kolf 9 e equation : 

60  

C = 00686 o (1 - X) 

X = 1- 10458 C 

= 1 - 10458 
r

0 
/2gh 

= r
o 

O V2gh -

� 
r!�-Y.,...2g ... h-

Oo686 o1To r
0 

(A) 

Results of cylinder Experiments with Reference to 
Experimental Technique and similarity conditions 
of Model Experiments , as well as Vor�ex-protection. 

If the re�ults of cylinder experiments are applied to 

practical cases, a value of twist coefficient is required, ioeo 

the numerical description of the externally applied circulation 
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is neededo In the experiments of  Einstein/Li 9 Haindl�, �ick and 

Anwar, this circulation is variously produced, as the geometrical 

dimensions of the cylinder and the inlet are very different from 

each other (table follows). 

Hence throughout it is a case of a vessel which is 

relatively larger than the outlet openingo 

For the presentation and investigation of vortex problems 

in - hydraulic models and their application to large-scale use � 

the above-mentioned authors have given the following similarity 

conditions ; 

Dcylinder ( cm ) dinlet(cm) D/d main Mino Max 
experi- D/d D/d 

, D main ment 
experiment 

Einstein 21 o7 1 o2? 1?o1  
I . . ·--·-·-----·---· ·-·l·-- ··-----�---· ·- ·· --

Haindl I 29o3 I 

2023/3012 9o4 ' 13o 1  
(Oo?oDH) 

2o23 l3o12 J 
(41 00 ,l i 5o0 13o 1 802 18 04  
5?o3 i ; 

802 1804 
C 1 o'+oDH) ; 3 o 12/4 o4/7o0 i 

' !  

Quick i (53o3 I ! Oo 95/1 o2? / 
I 1 o58 i 2o� 

2o54 I 24oO I 21 00 · 56o 1  

21302 

I (4.o. DH) I 8 e88 (4oOodH )  

Table contdo 
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Ant1ar 20o3 
(0.22oDH) 

f 91 ·5 7 
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Table contdo 

3 

2�·21 

0.95/1060/ 
2021/2087/ 
3084/6062 

1 100 15 l 15030 

4 5 6 
� .  

9o0 6.o 96o4 

The work of Einstein and Li (?), as regards the similarity 

questions on the measurements on vortex motions of Hoeffken (19) 

in 1940 was verified and expanded in 1964 by Holtrotf (18)0 

Holtorff found that , while considering the combined vortex, the 

vortex field ( r = r )  follows the Froude 's  lawa of similarity, 
0 

while the vortex core ( r = r
0

) depends upon viscosity and requires 

the involvement or Reynold 0 s similarity law o 

number for rotation or circulation by Fr t ro o 

He defines Froude 
Vt = - and a 

Reynold number for radial motion by Re d = ra o 

l/g. ro 

C 
Vro r 

'V • According to Einstein and Holtorff the radial 

component of velocity cannot be negleetedo The shape of water 

surtace and the vortex depth, which is of particular interest 

here, is determined, beside geometry ( r = radius in inlet orifice) , 
0 

by the value of these hydraulic coefficients : 

for 
> 

r c r · WSP-ehape= f o (Fr t ) 
o . · ro o 

L, for r = r 
0 

WSP-shape = fo CFr t 9 Re d ) ro o ra o 
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There is similarity between model and nature when the 

coefficients are equal in magnitudeo As the difficulty of a 

simultaneous presentation of Froude ' s  and Reynold' s  similarities 

in model experiment can increase, it is not diacusaedo 

Haindl, (8) has confined his experiments especially to 

the question of similarity conditions for the state of transition 

from undeveloped to developed and air-drawing vortex. In three 

geometrically similar models, he round that in the presence of 

an exactly similar circulation, the ratio of criticnl spreadover 

depth to inlet diameter is the same only when the Reynold numbers 

of outflow Re = Vod are equal in all modelso Hence Froude 0 s 

similarity law does not hold for the presentation of critical 

conditions of drawing-in of air . The amount of air drawn in 

depends upon the strength of vortexo 

When a vessel, in which water is at complete rest is 

emptied, a stable vortex is formed first with the lowering levelo 

This critical water level, found by Haindl, is considerably 

higher then the X water surface is disturbed from outside and 

set into motion in some manner , so that a certain circulation 

impulse can be formedo This observation can, so to speak1 be 

confirmed at home whenever a bath tube is emptied; the stopper 

is drawn immediately after emerging from the tub and an air -

drawing vortex is rapidly formed, while the vortex is formed 

shortly before the compl ete emptying, in case of standing water 

and subsequent emptyingc ir the outlet hole is directly in 
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front or in the real wall of the bath tub and not , usual, at 

a distance in front of it no vortex is forued since the required 

circulation space is not availableo 

The geometric dimension ratio between the smallest and 

the largest model in Haindl 0 s �xperiment was 1 :2 o 

For his similarity studies Quick (9) chose a ratio of 

1 : 4  between the small and the large cylinderical tanko In 

contrast to Haindl, Quick found that the natural condition can 

be analogous represented in model only on the basia of Froude' s  

lawo He ,of course, studied only the stable pure potential vortex 

with open air neck, where the radial velocity components can be 

neglected in ��mparison with the vertical and tangential ones. 

As· the experiments have shown 9 this certainly holds only at a 

certain distance from the free surface of the vortex and slightly 

above the bottom of tho containero �uick established that 

according to Froude' s  similarity law only those vortices are 

exactly described which are formed by the action of a circulation 

from outside, ioeo, eogo 9 through the asymmetry in the inward 

now (figure 24a). If on the contrary vortices are released 

from the corners or rough walls of the supply channel and reach 

the vicinity of the inlet and they lead to a transient dra�ing-in 

of air , then Reynold ' s  similarity law must also be taken into 

consideration (figure 24b)o The formation and release of such a 

vortex occurs in direct relationship with the magnitude of 

Reynold 's  number of inflowo Quick has subsequently exactly 
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Figure 241 

a) Asymmetric supply ; strong 
vortex. 

b )  symmetric supply sudden 
increase of X-section : 
weak vortex released from 
corner. 

• • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  

investigated this for straight parallel channels and the results 

are given in (6). 

For practical cases he has proposed t�at the model, 

according to Froude'e similarity law, be made as large as possible 

in order to keep the necessary reduction of Reynold's number 

rithin feasible limits. Under certain conditions a geometrical 

reduction of inlet cross-section is useful to obtain the same 

velocities in both large-scale and model experiments for the outlet 

region , as proposed by Denny and Young (3 ) . 

As found in the investigations o f  horizontal pump inlets 

(6), in his cylinder exper�ments (9) Quick too came to the 

·conclusion that a "restriction" or' mean inlet velocity to about 

1J2 /2gh inhibits a vortex formation when flow conditions are 

unfavorable. The spreadover depth h �s established at the point 

where the crit ical out flov condition are presento 
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Hence 

herfo 
> 2 o  

v2 

� In the present example one gets 

and 

V = 2o0 m/s � h rf > Oo8 m e o 
B 

v = 6 085 m/s � h f > 906 m C maxo er O 

In case the reduction or inlet cross-section cannot be 

effected by a correspondingly large inlet cross-section, the 

outlet amount ot water with extreme drop is analogously reducedo 

Qred o 

2 = r 1T o  
0 - 0  � D 

The most exhaustive and extensive vortex studies have 

been carried out by Anwar (10) in 1965-690 He observed strong 

and weak vortices and formulated the following similarity 

conditions : 

For the rep�esentation of strong vortices with wide open 

air neck the Froude's similarity law holds when the geometrical 

reduction in the mode� does not exceed the value 1 :20, when the 

expansion of the copied outlet region is sufficiently large so 

that the entire circulation is encompassed and when the radial 

Raynold number is defined by Re = > 
= ·  103 

0 Under these 

conditions an open vortex is always formed in the model , but tiith 

a neck narrower than it is in the natureo If Q, h and d are 

8iven then the twist value c in the model experiment must be 

measured much above the outlet opening in the circulation flowo 
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Hence a further dimensionless quantity9 the so-called unit 

circulationo R C  2 7Tco r = twist moment i � d d discharge , s .iorme an 
Q V eo::1pared with the discharge coefficient C = ------

)'2 gh 
in a 

relevant diagramo When there is an agreement with the corres-

ponding curve of the diagram (Water Power, April 1965) , e 160) 

the similarity conditions are fulfilleda For c, which is 

predetermined with Q.h and D, the strength c ,  so to speak 0 of 

the open vortex is determined ; this is permitted by stable 

discharge conditions in which a given pa� of inlet cross-section 

is taken up by the inlet cross-section of the air-neck of the 

vortex., 

Anwar has attached great significance to the low range 

of radial flow towards inlet on the vessel bottom for . the stability 

of the processo In case there is considerable roughness then 

full development of vortex can be preventedo A rough basin bottom 

can contribute toward vortex-protectiono 

While 0 the strong vortices are to a certain extent 

dependent upon the Reynold ' s  similarity law,  weak vortices for 

Re 103 can also be formed9 in Anwar0 s opinion, according to 

Froude 0 s lawo Thie statement has been verified in two cylinders 

of different dimensions with a scale-ratio of 1 a  4o5o For the 

weak vortex with a narrow air neck 9 a similarity diagram of the 

same shape has been developed as for the strong and wide vortices 

(Journal of Hydraulic Research , volo 4, Noo1 0 Po R)o The radial 

Reynold number Re = 
� oh O used by Anwar 0 may be transformed 
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into Re = Vo d 
V 

n ro 
0 h 0 In cotttrast to 

other authorso Anwar has enlarged this characteristic number 

by the ratio r
0 

/h and has established that the existence of 

a combined vortex ot the three above-mentioned dimension less 

quantities Q , Q and �o is determined. 
271 C o  r V h 

The geometrical coefficients under consideration lie . ·  in· the 
L... L 

range Oo01 = r
0
/h = Oo08o Hence this is a case of very 

stretched vortexo A given unit circulation R = 2 IT c. r 

the form of a Froude number and is 
Q 

similar to the vortex 

is of 

number" x = c used by Binnie and Hookin�s (14) ,  when 
ro �  2 one substitutes Q = C o  rdf o l/2gb and r/r

0 
= n : 

2 R = - o C 
O n 

C r °V2gh 
0 

In the studies of Kolf and Zielinski (12) on the "vortex 

orifice flow" and the effect of  viscosity on a dynamically similar 

vortex formation in models 9 it was found that for Re = v�d > 104
Q 

the vortex number x, ioeo a Froude number alone determines the 

discharge conditionso Below these limits the discharge coefficient 

c for a given x is also dependent upon the Reynold numbero In 

contrast to Anwar � Kol£ al.se observed low vortex depths <-f-- > Oo 1 )  

in by far ·thin vessels (D/d i = 4.o) o m n. 

McCorquodale ( 13) in 1968 performed a cylinder experiment 

of special typeo His aim was an accurate determination of possible 

dimensional effects in the study of "vortex orifice flow"o The 

work was stimulated by the very different statements on similarity 

conditions in vortex atudie� , made particularly by Denny and Youngv 
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Haindl 0 Quick as wel 1 Kolf and Zielinskyo The experimental setup, 

which is very different from cylinder experiments 9 is ehown in 

figure 250 Three geometrically similar models with d = 5o1 cm/10 1 

2 cm and 15o3 cmo were usedo The ratio of vessels diameter to 

outflow opening 9 therefore amounts D/d = 100 

1i�i,�re 250 

o ooo o oooo o a o o • o o ooo o o o o o o o o 

McCorquodale found that both the large models gave nearly the 

same results, while the results of the small mcdel showed consider

able deviations 9 general and localizedo Dimension effects were 

checked and it was finally proposed to use outflow openings of 

diameters greater than 5 cm in such vortex studieso 

An evaluation or experimental results regarding the 

dependence of outflow coefficient c on the given vortex number x 

for two large models gave the curve shown in figure 26, comparison 

with the formulae or Binnie and Kolf 9 as well as the measurements 

Quick and Kolf confirmed the theory, when the relatively aide 

scattering of all experimental values is considered to be 

an indication or an averace condition of flow process under very 

different boundary conditions. !iince the simple empirical formula 
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PURE VORTEX 

Figure 268 

Key = 1- Out-flow coefficient; 2- Pure vortex -
Comparison of theory with experiment; 3 -

Theoretical equation Binnie/Bookings and 
Quick; 4- Empirical equation of Kolf/ 2 • C Zielinski; 5- X= 0.538 for h - 3o45o-2 

2gro 
(Anwar) ; 6- Range of scatter of the 
results of ; 7- Lowest region ; 8° Result 
of McCorquodale; 9- Range studied; 
10- V�rtex numbero 

o o oooo o a o o o oooo o oooo e oo o o o o o ooo o o o oooooooo o o o o o e o o  

of Kolf and Zielinski can be interpreted as simply as the compli
cated theoretical equation of Binnie and Hookinge, this relation 
shall be used below for testing the special conditions on the inlet 
to Roudundwerke IIo For c � O, therefore, exact radial flow towards 
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inlet with sh�rp edgea the maximum discharge coefficient 

c = 0 - 686 according to Kolf is physically more significant 

than c = 1o0 according to Binnieo If the c�- x results of 

the experiments of Quick in his large model ( d g 809 cm) and 

of Kolf with d >- 706 cm are compared with the results or 

McCorquodale d > 10o2 cm9 a very good agreement is foundo 

McCorq�dale 0 s proposal to use outlet openings of d > 5 or .. 
better still d '> 7o5 in model experiments is thereby strengthenedo 

7o Testing of Critical flow Conditions for the 
Schematically De formed inlet Rodund II with 
the Resulta of Cylinder �xperirnents Q 

In order to calculate the velocity of eccentrically 

flowing water required to form a st aole air-drawine potential 

vortex 0 we shall use the simple empirical. formula of Kol£ and 

Zielinski: 

C C 00686 0 (1-X) ( A ) 

With this equation one gets an approximately linear 

dependence of outflow coefficient c upon the vortex number x :  

Q = o.686 . < 1 - ) ( B )  
r! 0 )/2gii ro o 1'2iii � 

from this relation one obtains the vortex depth h* = h :  

hei 
1 

0· 458 Q 

c 

1 :: 2g 0 

r2 Jt ro 
0 0 



V = 

ho = 1 
2g 

( 5'?), 

and Vt maxo ro 

0 0458 o V + Vt 

\2 

ma:xo} 

( C ) 

(A )  

For a further extrenally situated circle of  the 

surrounding circulation current of radius ra the follo�ing hold : 

Vt 
max o  

Vt max. 

V tma.x o 

-

o r0 = vt a 

ra 
0 V

t ro 

= n o  Vt a 

0 r 

( 13 )  
a 

The geometrical ra.tio number n ,  therefore describes 

the spatial expansion of the externally excited circulationo 

Hence the equation for vortex depth is : 

h·  = 1 
2g 

. G .,,58. 
r2 

0 

h O = f o {vt , Q ,  1/r
0

, n )  
a 

• n o vtJ
2 

(C )  

(D) 

'I'he vorte:.< der•th depends U!)On the twfr;t 9 th� arnount of 

water extr�cted 1 the chonen inlet c 1 ·0.ss-section nncl the container

size , i o e o  on the area cf reservoir basin in which a closed 

circulation { r =2 11t ) about the inlet is possibleo 



Vt a 

(58) 

= i' o (y2gh - 10458 o v)  E 

With n = 2 corresponding to figure 49 h = 5o65 m and 

v = 2o0 m /sec the above relation gives the following for 

schematically deformed inlet (figure 3) o 

and 

Vt 
= 4o3 m/s. ( A) 

a 

2 V
t 

/ 2g = Oo94 m (B) 

Since in the start of reservoir basin, the energy line can 

be assumed at the height of the prevalent water level, the 

eccentric now with vt = 4o3 m/sec required for vortex formation 
a 

means an about 1m drop of water level in front of the inlet, 

which is quite unexpectedo 

If instead of the chosen wide inlet cross-section with 

r
0 

= 3o7 m and v = 2o0 m/sec 9 the outlet opening is formed of 

narrow tunnel opening with r� = 2o0 m and v 0 = 6.85 m/sec, one 

gets for r = ?o4 m and n = 3o7 : a 

Vt 
= Oo15 m/s, (C ) 

ioeo a value which is quite probableo 

In his "Vortices at Low Head Intakes" (11 ) 0 Anwar has 

given approximate formula for the determination of the depth of 

a weak vortex with narrow open neck which can suck air : 



v2 
h = 3o45 o tgnax 

2g 

(59) 

mit Vt max 
at point r 

0 
0 

Hence the vortex depth depends upon the pronounced twist 

onlyo The equation holds only when the circulation in the 

container surroundings is closed and constant� ioeo a uniform 

circulation energy is steadily supplied to the outflow process 

when stable conditions should be producedo 

In contrast· to the data of depth of a combined vortex 

(" dimple L 10J ) , the above formula gave considerably larger 

vortexo Anwar produced "shallow or deep dimple" in his cylinder 

experiment in the following way : A constant amount of water is 

supplied in the tangential direction at the edge or container 

and is taken the center of the vessel through a connecting pipeo 

A regulating value is joined to the end of the tubeo After 

constant in - and outflows are obtained without vortex, the 

value is slightly turned for a short time. The tangential 

velocity component in the inlet is thus reduced ; a flat vortex 

is formed (figure 27) o If the valve is now opened again9 the 

open vortex bores through the entire water body upto the inlet 

opening and suction of air becomes possible (figure 27) 0 

With twist constants c, the formula becomes : 

� 2  
h Cl = 3o45 0 2 2gr 

0 

and is transformed into : ..... r::£::" = 
-� 3e>45 

{ A )  

r
0 

-V2gh 
= X (B) 
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Figure 270 Combined vortex at inleto 
Comparison of theory with experimentso 

Key : 1- Viscous liquid ; 2- Sought : r1=f (r0) 
3- Measurement of Anwar 19670 

o • o o ooo o o eooo o ooo o o o o o oooo o ooooooooooooooooooo 

Hence a constant vortex number x = 0.538 is obtained Hhen the 

results of Anwar are correlated to the data of Binnie , Quick and 

Kolfo The Kolf's equation C = 00686 (1 - x )  gives, for 

x = 00538 , outflow coefficient C = 0.317 , hence : 

and. 

o

r 

C = V 
= 

12gb 2 

r
o

7r

� 

= Oo317 

r 0krito �y-Q 
�rit o = 9o95 

2 
...!.- ..-v10 0 2g 

2 
...!.- '\/5 • 2g 

(D) 

v2 

(C ) 

for Q = 86 m3/sec and h = 5.65 m, r
e.. · Krite 

·with v = 2o0 m/sec for r
0 

= 3o? m, �rito 

= 2 .87 m <. rovorho 

= 2 004 m <..hvorh 0 
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Comparing this result with calculated value of the 

require· a spreadover according to Gordon (5) for symmetric supply 

and keeping in view the data of inlet under consideration, one gets :  

�rit.  (Gordon) ....-..,? 
v

2 

g 
(F) 

Hence as before it can be established aG an end result 

of this chapter about the data of cylinder experioent that at 

the inlet installation of Rodund-werke II ,  an air-drawing vortex 

is not expected during the drop of basin water level on the given 

falling column at the level 97. 0  with � 86 m3/see. 

E. �>tudies on Air-dr.:iwin,: Vortex in Inlet to fumpa. 

In the testing of similarity conditions for the 

representation of air-drawing vortices on pur.,pa in hydraulic 

.models, Iversen (20) , Fraser (21 ) and later Hv.ttereley (22) 

found that the Froude ' s  simil�rity law holds to a limited extent 

@d a better agreement of  experimental results with natural 

conditions with large flow velocities in the model can be obtained. 

vNature 
V �----�===:.-Model 1' 

A 

( according to Froude) .  

j\ denoteo the choeen goemetrical scale-ratio. 

The re3son for this suggestion is that when Froude' a  

si�ilarity l�w is used, the velocity· distributions in supply 

channel ,md in the purnp sump are not the same. As Denny and Young 

(3)  nlready said, Herre (23 ) , on the basis of his cxpericents in 

chatou also stipulated that a sicilar representation of o.ir-sucking 
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0 

Figure 28. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •  

i s  only possible when the inlet velocity i n  the model is the same 

ae in large-scale installationo The applied circulation G i oe o  

the vortex field9 can be simulated according to  Froude 0 s 

similarity lawo 

The model design of Berge is shown in figure 280 

Depending upon Q and h 9 he determined the magnitude of 

circulation r v required to produce a stable vortex in the chosen 

pump chamber and he marked the critical depth of water at which 

the air begins to be drawn ino The experiments were unfortunately 

carried out in a very small model ( d = 5 cm ) so that the results 

cannot be directly applied in a qmmtitative senseo 

Iversen (20) carried out experiments on the effect of 

geometrical shape of pump sump on the critical spreadover depth 

in symmetric supply-orificeo His results on the effect of a 

reduction of wall-separation are plotted in figure 300 The most 

important result obtained was that a transfer of the outlet opening 

directly on the rear chamber wall completely inhibits vortex 

formationo The value �rit = 4/4 has been given as the required 
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• 

Figure 290 Effect of symmetric and 
asymmetric supply conditions on the 
critical spreadover depth o 

o o o e o o o e e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o o • •  

spreadover deptho It was further recommended that in order to 

protect against vortex formation,  sharp edges or pillars in the 

supply channel , ioeo irregularities in the velocity distribution 

of in-now, should be avoided. 

The results of similar experiments as those of Berge and 

Iversen , obtained from the report of Wijdieks (24)  _have been 

shown in figure 29. The comparison of critical spreadover depths 

under symmetric and extremely asymmetric supply conditions 

deserves notice. Compared to the outlet pipe diameter (d =1'0- cm) 

the pump chamber in this case is generally very • large (D/d= 24). 

F . Summary. 

Measured for protection against air-drawing vortices and 

similarity conditions for relevant model studies , supplements. 
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Iversen' s  studies on the effect of wall 
distances on critical apreadover deptho 

Figure 300 
Key : 1 o  Outline ; 2- Axis of symmetry ; 3- Streng vortex ; . 

X 4- Weak vortex ; 5- Section ; 6- Independent of ...l.. 
7- Weak ; 8 Strong; 9- Vortexo 
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The most important me@ffllfes for protection against 
air-drawiy ypriiceso 

As sho�n repeatedly in the previous chapters 0 one must 

distinguish between Primarx and aecopd&f'Y measureso The primary 

protectiv� measures are the choice of more useful dimensions 

i� the d�sign· of new installations �bile the secondary measures 

involve- error-free constructions 0 which are subsequently modifiedo 

In the design ot inlet structu£es, which should aehieve 

an air-free outlet of t1a.ter for water-pot1er machines f'rom 

reservoir basins with least possible spreadover depth th� follow

ing basic points should be noted: 

� • .  The basin geometq, particularly the linearity of 

lateral boundaries and the position of inlet relative to 

llsw, from the basin must be so planned that in the region 

of outlet ,  no circulation flow can occur ( n= 2 rte= o) D 

In case a certain eccentrici.ty between inlet and outlet 

is unavoidable due to the local conditions , it should be 

as small as possibleo 

IIG Hhen a circulation in the supplY to the outlet has 

to be reckoned with ,  and air-suction through the vortex 

is to be avoided, three main rules should be kept in 

view in the construction ot inlet structures : 

a) It should be fund �entally noted that the 

planned sinking column does not exceed the critical 
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spreadover depth for the �ater level in the 

reservoir basino 

b) For the designed �ater quantity Q(m3/aec) and a 

given flow t�ist C Cm2/sec) this critical depth 

is inversely proportional to the inlet cross- section 

r Cm) : With sufficiently large inlet cross section 
0 

and a correspondingly reduced inlet velocity, tbe 

critical spread.over can be kept smallo 

e)  An equally important construction factor is 

the position of inlet relative to the basin : With 

respect to the outlet position an attempt must be 

made tor a position directly at or in the rear walle 

Since the critical spreadover depth is directly 

proportional to the wall separation � a greater drop 

in the water level can be �ermi�ted with a wall-inlet�, 

As regards the outlet direction of a wall-inlet 0 

a sloping position of the outward pipe is to be 

prepared to a horizental or vertical pipeo In a 

sloping inlet 0 the spreadover depth rapidly increases 

.. with respect to the pipe edge as compared to 

horizontal outlet and undergoes an acceleration of 

of flow, due to decrease in cross section behind 

the inlet , which favorably affects the outflow 

processo As th·e vortex axis is al\-Jays prependicular 

to _the water surfaee v the possible circulation space 

and . hence the vortex strength is redueedv in cont�ast 
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to vertical outlet, when the inlet is placed in 

a sloping position in the rear �allo 

The following basic corrections are possible in the 

modification of inlet structures in �hich air-sucking vortex 

disturbsthe operation of water-power units. : 

· · . , Jo 
· . . .  

The circulatien flow is excluded or so much reduced . . 

td t1t the help of auxiliary canst:ruc:t;ions t�at the desired 

sinking limit can be attained wit h  t he designed amount of 

tiatero The nature and working . of auxiliary constructions 

must ba adjusted to the special conditions which . are 

prevailing; and this can be achieved in most c�ses by 

hydraulic model experimentso 'fhe various constructional·: 

possibilities shall be discussed in due courseo 

IIo In case such auxiliary measures are unusable �� 

lead to partial improvem�nt9 either the planned lev�l drop 

limit must be given and placed higher or more . suitable 

outlet conditions must be ensured by a reduct�on of total 

water capacity in . the critical rangeo In practical case , 

therefore, the search for suitable auxiliary constructions 

is reversed according t� the most useful operational 

conditionso· The hydraulic model �xperiment can also 

give the most reliable answer if there is sufficient 

similarity .between large scale operation and modelo 
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Practicable similarity conditions for model 
experiment on vortex problem. 

From the large number of  partly divergent data about 

similarity conditions in the model-technical representation of 

inlet vortices in the relevant literature the following method, 

considered as best-suited and practicable is proposed : 

Io Flow-througho Circulation flow and vortex field are 

treated with Froude ' s  similarity law. Hence the chosen 

scale rat io should not possibly exceed the value J.. =  20. 

The modelled basin region must fully contain the causes 

of circulat ion formation water capacities are shown with 

A 5/2 and flow rates �1/2 o 

II.  Discharge, vortex cores and air entraining are simula

ted against Froude's value as in nature by �pcreasing the inlet 

velocity. The inlet cross-section has another geometrical 

scale . If it is desired to have equally lnrge inlet 

velocities in extreme rep�esentation in model as in the 

nature, J.,Einlauf 
(inlet) 

_ 5/4 . - Jc Becken 
( basin) 

• The reduction of 

cross-section must , however , be limited to two conditions: 

The diameter or reduced inlet must be at least 7. 5 cm so 

that scale effects are excluded ,  and the increase in 

discharge coefficients should not exceed the value C ,;"\,/2/3.  

With this combined representation procedure, acceptable 

similarity conditions for model experiments on vortex problems 

might be attained in agreement with fundamental experimental 
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studies  on the present theme ; t hus the special quest ions about 

critical discharge conditions , which determine air-entraining, 

can be answered correctlyo 

3. Complete observation for prevention of strong current in 
the pipe line behind the entering ( inlet ) .  

For an optimum utilizat ion o f  water-power installat ions , 

it is  important not only to preclude operational disturbances 

due to an air-sucking strong vortex but also to suppress or reduce 

a twist flow in the pipe between inlet and machine which is  caused 

by - a  weakened vortex. 'hiis twist flow c nn att ain quite undesired 

proportions since the externally applied twist is in fact damped 

against air-suction by protective measures , but the rest remains 

in the pipe. According to the dat a  of machine construct ion, angle 

o f  rot ation cf over 10° are to be avoided. 

Analogous to the relief  measures against air-suct ion , the 

permit ted outlet conditions must be checked in this case . and 

sharpened as much as possible.  With suitable auxiliary constructions 

like �lightly crossed guiding walls ,  the twisting flow is direct ed 

straight behind the inlet o  

4. Supplement ary remarks  on t ime-progress of take-off processo { 

As shown in the description of Anwar ' s  experiments , an 

air-suction c an suddenly occur by rapid vari8tion of the amount 

of water  taken out in the presenc e of a weak undeveloped vortex ,  

i f  the twist energy i s  locally increased. This t ransient air

suction can ,  above all , occur in temporary throttlings of the 
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take-out just as they are quite possible in preparation of  tip 

energyo Hence greater variations in take-out should be avoided� 

5o Supplementary remarks on excitation of vortex from outsideo 

In his emptying experiments, Haindl has shown that a 

disturbance ani motion of water surface in the basin can be the 

only reason for a vortex formationo As Nelson and Johnson have 

observed, an unfavorable; ·. blowing wind can also produce an air

sucking vortexo If this is possible then it must be kept in view 

when selecting .the reservoir site o The installation of a floating 

grid over the inlet is an auxiliary measure which can be 

incorporated later. 

Finally it may be remarked that the effect of the rotation 

of earth on vortex formation is insignificanto 
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Investigations on Demonstration Model of the 
Obernach Research Instituteo 

1 e  Description o f  the experimental stand9 model ·  
operation and similarity conditionso 

The demonstration model could be easily and rapidly 

assembled on a set�up 9 which was . being used for other experimentso 

The present installation consists of a 3.0 x 1 o'+ m base plat·e 

with  40 cm high plexiglass wallse The plate is at a very desirable 

observation height of 60 cm above the hall flooro An accurately , 

measured amount of water can be poured into the experimental 

basin at its front side by means of two nozzleso 

The experimental stand and the model are shown in 

figure 31 0 The photos 1 and 2 show a top view of the entire 

model �ith and without watero 

In the front portion of the basin with the installed 

equipment one-sided inflo':1 in rear portion is producedo · .The nature 

of asymmetric supply to the schematic model of inlet structure 

corresponds to the experiments of McCorquodale { figure 25,)9 Berge 

(figure 28 ) and �lijdieks (figure � 29 ) o As the results of �ijdieka 

have clearly shown, a one-sided supply with exactly half the 

basin-width determines the unfavorable outlet conditionso The 

spreadover depth required to avoid 8 an air-sucking overtax · : 

attains a maximum value he.reg 
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Figure 31 Q 

Key : 1- Regulating Valve ; 2- Outlet 
(measurement conduit ) ;  3- Valve ; 4- Outlet ; 
5- Hall floor; 6- Inlet Q 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 D Q 0 � 0 0 0 0 0 ff O O O O Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In the rear part of the basin 9 a section of the 
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inlet region is built as shown in a very simple schematic form 

(figure 32) o  

The schematic representation should reproduce the folloM

ing important construction characteristics of the planned inlet 

constructions position at the rounded rear basin wall including 

the capturing edge jutting out or the planned elope with relatively 

long horizontal podium on the level 97700 0 sloping direction of 
I 

out flow and relatively large inlet croae-sect�on in horizontal 
li 

' 
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Figure 320 Schematic diagram of inlet 
modelo 

Key = 1- Sinking; 2- Horizontal inlet 
plane ; 3- Sloping inleto 

o o o o o o o o a o o o • • O O O O O O O O O O O O P O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O  

direction with the assumption of a single basin bottom at level 

971 00 and a narrcring of cross-section in the direction of flowe 

In the horizontal and sloping inlet plane (figure 32) 

buttresses cou1d be built which had smaller outlet openingso 

it the end of the �chematic outlet pip� a regulating valve was 

installed with which any chosen \i'ater level could be adjusted in 

the basin ( figure 31)o 

In the experimentv the desired model water capacity was 

regulated with valves in inlet and the measuring channel in the 

outlet , and then a given amount of water was introduced into the 

reservoiro After this st�te had beOOIBe stabilized after a long 

time the observations on vortex formation were takenQ 
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In order to  obtain most extensive possible circulation 

now with the given basin water,, •. :hich is rather small as compared 

to the dimensions of the inlet structure, a geometrical scale

ratio of - j°XI!,= 30 11as choseno This ensured that this unsuitable 

value wa� sufficient for the demonstration of basic processeso 

With 1f2 = 4925 the amount of water in the model according to 

.Froude 9s similarity law, was found to be QM = 17045 1/sec for 

QN = 86 m3/eeco The one-sided supply (BM = Oo7 Bw = 21 m) 

and the externally .impressed twist were formed with this quantity 

in all �xperimentso 'l'be minimum apreadover depth in the large 

scale operation for the given inlet cross-section of h � 5o65 m 

was 18085 cm in the model ( M = 1 :  30)o  The desired dimensions 

of the inlet structure of figure 32 was reduced to the desired 

scaleo 

The following method is proposed for demonstration of 

air-sucking vortex : 

For the given inlet cross-section with vN = vM = 2�0 m/seco 

and lE = , B
5/4

9 the . extreme similarity condition gives with 

� = 30 the required reduction of cross-section with � =  70o2 

cf dN = 7o4 m to dM = 10c5 cmo Comparativelyt a reduction of the 

shaft diameter of dN = 4 oO wi�h .Jt. -, - = 30 gives �. c 1�e, emo 

The reduction of the diameter in the inlet cross-.section for 

vi = 1 e0 vN on a scale controlled by Froude 0 s simil·arity for 
E E 

bottom oufflow seems unrealistic o  Hence it  was decided to reduce 

the inlet only so much that vM = vN / -{ia = 1 o25 m /sec = 
E St 

= Oo625 o vN �hen the maximum shaft velocity is replaced ... E 
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= 685 m/seco The reduction scale is therefore : 

AE = 

dN E 
d NSt 

o /\B = 55o5 

For vN E 
= 2o0  m/sec, Froude ' s  reduction with A B = 30 

gave an inlet velocity of 00365 m/aeco in the modelo The extreme 

inlet velocity chosen is thus about 3� times greatero 

2 o General and Special Results of Demonstration Experiments o  

Three series of experiments wer� performedo The important 

results are shown in the photographs 3 to 1�o 

In the experimental series A (photos 3 to 8 ) , the schematic 

inflow for the given minimum spreadover depth was tested 

{ hM , ....... ·20 cm)o In the three different forms of inlets, no 

penetrating air-sucking vortex could be establishedo In the 

form a =  d/2 , d = = 24a? cm ( photo 7) with h .c 20 

flat combined vortices appeared time and again from the tips of 

which single air bubbles were released and transported away in 

the inleto The chosen form corresponds to the schematically 

deformed sloping inlet in a perpendicular outlet with a surrounding 

circulation grove of ( a/d) = Oo5 minimum corresponding to 

figure 3 and 4 with an illustration in the model according to 

Froude O s similarity law for /\ B = ?\ E = 300 

In the experimental series B (photos 9 to 14 ) the chosen 

geometric reduction of  the inlet and the associated nature-like 
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PhotosQ 1 and 2o 

Overall view of the demonstration model 
without and with water v classical suction 
vortex for d = 13o 3 cm and a �  2 o ?  do 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

representation of a possible air-suction , were studiedo 

Simultaneously with the testing of the critical take-off conditions , 

the favorable effect of one the important structural vortex -

protection measures were demonstrated and surveyed ; this is the 

decrease in the distance between inlet and basin-wallo 3 shapes 

were constructed wi�h a =  2o7 d ;  a =  1 o35 d and a =  o for 
· . ........ . 

d = 13.3 cm , where a denotes the distance from the edge of inlet 

orifice upto the front wall of the basino The results 

�rit o 
d = f ( ,a ) are plotted in figure 330 

While at the maximum wall distance of a /d = 2o7v 

a stable penetrating vortex with air-suction was found at a water 

depth of hM = 36 cmo , half as large a value of a/d gave a 

reduction of critical depth to h = 18  cmo No stable vortex 
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Experimental series A :  Testing of schematic inlet structure , 
for h · n  

m1 o 

No penetrating vortex in ·all the three 
shapeso 

c Same outlet center as in photo 1 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

i 

could be observed when the inlet was di�ectly on the wall ( a = O)o 

Temporary weak vortex with the intermittent air suction was 

formed at � .c:(.. 18 cmo Comparison of photo 7 with photo 1 1 9 
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Experimental· series B: Determination of �rit 
d 

for d =  13o3 Cffl o  

Photos 9 - 11+2 

0 Same outlet center as in photo ?o 

= f O <;> 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o G o o o o o o oo o o o o o o ooe o oo o o ooo o o o o o oo oooo o o o  

where different inlet cross-sections were studien with the same 

take-out center0 the favorable effect of  the reduction of inlet 

velocity on vortex protection is showno 
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Experimental series B: Determination of' �rit 
d 

for d = 13o3 Cfflo 

---=----

Phptos 9 - · 14° 

_ Q  Same outlet center as · in photo · ?o 

C: f O (..A) d 

0 0 0 000 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $ 0 0 G o o o o o o o o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

where different inlet cross-sections were studied with the same 

take-out center0 the favorable effect of the reduction of inlet 

velocity cm vortex protection is shown� 
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Figure 330 Demonstration model 0 results 
of experimental series Bo 

Key : 1o a =  distance from edge of ori fice to 
front rear wall; 2- No air-entraining 
penetrating vortex ; 3- Unsteady small 

v�rtex with air-entraining ; 4- Single 
air bubbles ; 5- Steady large vortex with 

air o entraining; 6- Single vortex ; ?
Standing vortexo 

o o c o o o o o o o ooo o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o • o o c o c o o o o oo o o o o e o o o o 
"', 

·�. I 

Assuming that the chosen ai�ilt.rl ty - mechanical ·. 

assumptions give applicable conditions , the critical spreadover 

depth with hkrit � 1 .4 d may be �ead off �rom �h� diag�am obtained 

for a/d = Oa5, ioeo for the schematic inlet of figures 3 and 4 i 

when the transient air-suction is also to be avoidedo 

J\t 
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Hence 

1\critM = 1 o4 0 13o3 = 18o7 cm 

and 

h. rit = 18 o 7  o 30 = 5o60 Dl .-..., h h 
7t o N  

vor o 

This particular result of the demonstration model confirms 

that the presence or an extremely one-sided in flow to the inlet 

the given spreadover depth shall be sufficient to prevent air

suctiono 

Finally in the experimental series C (photos 15 to 19) 

_ it was optically demonstrated witb the inlet shape of photo 9 

how the vortex strength increases when the �preadover depth 

decreaaesa In the s�ightly diffuse photograph of the air neck , 

taken through plexiglass �alls of the container (photos 17 and 19) 

the spiral movement of the outflowing water may be seen; one can 

also see a slight inclination of vortex axis towards the rear 

�all of the basin, which here at depths h ;:,- 20 cm 9 is a result 

of the circulation fl�w occurring on �he· - capturi:ng edge of the 

inlet at the back of the basino 

3e Comparison with Other Experimentso 

If Berge&s experimental set-up {figure 28 in (23) is 

taken as a model of Obernach experimental setup and assuming . a 

general Froudian similarity for the geometry of inlet orifices 
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ixperimental series : C o  Demonstration vortex strength 

X = f ( --1...) . h ,  

Photos 15-190 

Vortex strength increases downwardso 

o o ooo o o oo o a o o o o o o eo o o � • •ooo e oo o o o o o e o o o o o o o oo o o o o o o o o o o  

A =  13o3 /5o0 = 2067,  the corresponding water capacity is found 

to be 1e5 1/sec. (figure 34 ) 9 then the critical spreadover depth 

of hitrit = 21o5  cm can be read o:fr from Berge 0 s diagram 
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Figure 340 

Key : 1- Froude Similarity ; 
2- Berge model "pump sump" ; 
3- Demonstration mode " Inlet 

st rueture " o 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o oeo o o o o • • • • • • o o o e o o o o o o o o � � o  

(La Houille Blanche 1966 , Noo 1, po 25) o Relative wall distance 

is a /d = 2 o5  in Berge 0s modelo For this value the Obernach 

model gives hkrit = 35e3 cmo With respect to the inlet diameter 

here, one gets : 

Demonstration model : 

�ri t e /d = ·2065 · 

Berge 

�rit.o/d =· 4o3 · 

Difference between the two results can be explained as 

follows : A complete geometrical similarity of the two models 

would require that the width of the supply channel in Obernach 

model should be B = 40 cm instead of B = 70 cm (figure 34) o 
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Referring to this width ratio , Berge 9s experiments are based 

upon a relatively large velocity inflow to the vortex chambero 

Since according to Anwar ( II)  the square of maximum t_angential 

. velocity at the inlet is directly proportional to the vortex depth 

and vt. is determined by hydraulic and geometric conditions of the 

eccentric supply the great_er critical depth of Berge is explainede 

Added to this is observation of McCorquodale ( 13) . that in his 

smaller model (d = 5o 1  cm) considerably stronger vortices are 

formed than in the larger ones ( d = 1 0o2 and 15. 3  cm) 9 and, 

hence, a certain scale effect has to be allowed for in the 

application of Berge ' s  experimental resultso As regards the data 

of the demonstration model the model comparison means that with 

an increase in the supply co�duit the critical spreadover depth 

can be reduced ; this is provided for in the large-scale reservoir 

by a line guide of the side-wallso 
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Fo Summary and Concluaionso 

"Suction vortex" means a vortex at the inlets to water 

power installations which suck in air towards the machine ( pump 

or turbine) . The most frequent cause of a vortex formation is 

non-uniform flow of the inlet . With a supply orifice , eccentric 

to inlet axis, the out flow is in the shape of a spiral mot�on 

during water off-take. When the pressure drop in the liquid in 

the center of spiral flow attains the magnitude of the water 

depth over the inlet, air may be sv.cked in or more accurately 

drawn-in through the tunnel - shaped depression in the water-levelo 

According to Gordon ( 5) ,  "vortex problems" first arise in 

water po�er units when the air-suction is the result of a suitably 

strong vortex flow. Denny and Young (3 )  and particularly 

Hattersley {22 ) , on the contrary found that the excitati on of a 

twist flow in the pipe due to a weak circulati on over the inlet 

exerts considerable effect on disturbance-free operation of axial 

water power machines. In pumps either there are efficiency losses 

or over-rotation of machine depending upon the direction of twist . 

Greater evil is the air-suction which has to be prevented 

if reductions in efficiency , stoppage periods and damages to the 

installation are to be avoidedo 

The primary negative effect of vortices of any type at 

the water power machine inlets is the reduction of off-take water 

when other off-take conditions like inlet cross-section reservoir 
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water  level and twist flows i n  the connecting pipes , remain 

unchangedo Strong vort ices int ensify the untavorable hydraulic 

conditions and with the possibility of air-suction , give rise to 

further damages due to secondary pneumati c  effects lik e partial 

or t ot al interruption of  wat er flow due t o  enclosed and mostly 

compressed air bubbles. The result if  oscillation simplification, 

corrosion and cavitation damages on machines and in the pipe system. 

Ac.cording to Denny and Young ( 3 ) , an air component of 

just 1% in the supply line to a centri fugal pump reduces the 

efficiency to 1 5%. 

For the largest European pumping turbine in Rodund-werke II 

of  Vorarlberg Illwerke , e fficiency losses and operat ion disturbances 

are not expected even when the planned sinking in reservoir 

Latschau II is st arted with the given ext ension in water capacity ,  

since the present study has shown that the air-drawing vort ex 

can be formed as a result of  suitable size and construct ion of  

inlet construct ion only when supply flow conditions are exceptionally 

ext reme and also improbable .  The question o f  the Auftraggebers given 

at the very start of this rep�rt is thus answered in affirmative. 
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Pump-Storage works Rodund II. 
Ground plan for Basin II and . connection to basin I a  
Key : 1- Sinking . limit ; 2- Bottom ; 3- Inlet structure Rodund II ;  4- �ttom ; 

5• Ground drainage ; 6- Inlet structure; 7- Bottom ; 8- Basin I ;  
9• Top of intermediate dam 989000 ; 10- Leading channelo 
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Pump reservoir works Rodund II. Main dime11sione cf inlet structureoUpper Basino 
1- Schematic transformation of sloping inlet into aperpendicular one; 2- Sinking 
iimit ; 3- Defined inlet cross-section ; 4-End of inlet structure ; 5- Section Ao .A ; 
6- �evationo 
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Q = P6 m3/s 

= 0�725 0 d 
According to Gordon 5 
for uneymmetric flow 

s =3/4 S krit osym kritounsymo 

Pump reservoir work Rodund II/Upper basin/calculation of critical spreadover 
1• Axis ( variation of dischRrge coefficient along with axis)2- - Sinking limit g 
3- Curve of skrit for symmetric flow. (required inlet upper celge ) hence Skrit 

for unsymmetric flowo 
--------

_.-------
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